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Antiracism
An Introduction
Alex Zamalin
March 2019 224pp 
9781479822638 £15.99 PB
9781479849284 £74.00 HB 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

The most theoretically generative and
politically valuable source of antiracist
thought has been the black American
intellectual tradition. While other
forms of racial oppression—for
example, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia,
and anti-Latino racism—have been
and continue to be present in
American life, antiblack racism has
always been the primary focus of
American antiracist movements. From
antislavery abolition to the
antilynching movement, black
socialism to feminism, the long Civil
Rights movement to the contemporary
Movement for Black Lives, Antiracism
examines the way the black antiracist
tradition has thought about
domination, exclusion, and power, as
well as freedom, equality, justice,
struggle, and political hope in dark
times.
Antiracism is an accessible
introduction to the political theory of
black American antiracism, through a
study of the major figures, texts, and
political movements across US history.
Zamalin argues that antiracism is a
powerful tradition that is crucial for
energizing American democracy.

Enduring Alliance
A History of NATO and the Postwar
Global Order
Timothy Andrews Sayle
April 2019 360pp 10 b&w halftones,
2 maps
9781501735509 £27.99 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Enduring Alliance recounts how the
western European powers, along with
the USA and Canada, developed a
treaty to prevent encroachments by
the Soviet Union and to serve as a first
defense in any future military conflict.
As the growing and unruly
hodgepodge of countries, councils,
commands, and committees inflated
NATO during the Cold War, Sayle
shows that the work of executive
leaders, high-level diplomats, and
institutional functionaries within NATO
kept the alliance alive and strong in
the face of changing administrations,
various crises, and the flux of
geopolitical maneuverings. Resilience
and flexibility have been the true
hallmarks of NATO.
As shown in the book, the history of
NATO is organized around the balance
of power, preponderant military
forces, and plans for nuclear war. But it
is also the history riven by
generational change, the introduction
of new approaches to conceiving
international affairs, and the difficulty
of diplomacy for democracies. As
NATO celebrates its 70th anniversary,
the alliance once again faces
challenges to its existence even as it
maintains its place at the center of
western hemisphere and global affairs.

The London Bombings
Counterterrorism Strategy after 7/7
Marc Sageman
February 2019 320pp 
9780812251180 £41.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

In The London Bombings,
counterterrorism expert Marc
Sageman examines in detail four
terrorist attacks directed at Britain
between 2004 and 2006, centering on
the infamous Underground bombings.
Drawing on previously unavailable trial
transcripts and law enforcement
records, terrorists' self-
documentation, and his own
government experience in
counterterrorism, Sageman makes the
case that "top down" and "bottom up"
conceptions of terror organizations
need not be incompatible and that, in
part because of this binary thinking,
the West has tended to overreact to
the severity of the threat. He stresses
the fluid, chaotic ways that terrorist
events unfold: spontaneously and
gradually with haphazard planning—as
the perpetrators are often worldly,
educated, and not particularly
religious before becoming engaged in
neojihadi activities. The London
Bombings is a vital, persuasive account
of events that have not yet been
properly presented to the public and
are critical to the foundation of an
effective counterterrorism strategy.

The Politics of Operations
Excavating Contemporary Capitalism
Sandro Mezzadra & Brett Neilson
March 2019 312pp 
9781478002833 £20.99 PB
9781478001751 £83.00 HB 
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

In The Politics of Operations Sandro
Mezzadra and Brett Neilson investigate
how capital reshapes its relation with
politics through operations that enable
the extraction and exploitation of
mineral resources, labor, data, and
cultures. They show how capital—
which they theorize as a direct political
actor—operates through the logistical
organization of relations between
people, property, and objects as well
as through the penetration of
financialization into all realms of
economic life. Mezzadra and Neilson
present a capacious analysis of a wide
range of issues, from racial capitalism,
the convergence of neoliberalism and
nationalism, and Marx's concept of
aggregate capital to the financial crisis
of 2008 and how colonialism, empire,
and globalization have shaped the
modern state since World War II. In so
doing, they illustrate the distinctive
rationality and logics of contemporary
capitalism while calling for a politics
based on collective institutions that
exist outside the state.

Politics
Politics & Security



A New American Creed
The Eclipse of Citizenship and Rise of
Populism
David Kamens
June 2019 288pp 
9781503609532 £21.99 PB
9781503604964 £74.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Drawing on and synthesizing an
enormous array of materials, Kamens
examines the critical role of macro
social changes, often in response to
the emergence of globalization.
Beyond painting a comprehensive
picture of our current political
landscape, Kamens offers an
invaluable archive documenting the
steps that got us here.

Administering Interpretation
Derrida, Agamben, and the Political
Theology of Law
Edited by Peter Goodrich
& Michel Rosenfeld
Just Ideas
May 2019 352pp 
9780823283781 £27.99 PB
9780823283798 £103.00 HB 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

Administering Interpretation brings
together philosophers, humanists, and
jurists to reassess the status and
trajectory of interpretative theory as
applied in the art of law. The book
brings contemporary critique to bear
upon the interpretative apparatuses of
exclusion, the law of spectacular
sovereignty, and the bodies that lie in
its wake.

After Nationalism
Samuel Goldman
Radical Conservatisms
June 2019 208pp 
9780812251647 £19.99 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Nationalism is on the rise across the
Western world, serving as a rallying
cry for voters angry at the
unacknowledged failures of the
consensus in favor of globalization that
has dominated politics and economics
since the end of the Cold War. In After
Nationalism, Samuel Goldman trains a
sympathetic but skeptical eye on this
trend, highlighting the deep
challenges that face any contemporary
effort to revive social cohesion at the
national level.

America the Fair
Using Brain Science to Create a More
Just Nation
Dan Meegan
April 2019 208pp
9781501735479 £13.99 PB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

What makes a person liberal or
conservative? Why does the
Democratic Party scare off so many
possible supporters? Tapping into a
pop culture zeitgeist linking Bugs
Bunny, Taylor Swift, and John Belushi;
through popular science and the
human brain; to our political
predilections, arguments, and
distrusts, Daniel Meegan suggests that
fairness and equality are key elements
missing in today's society.

Beyond Death
The Politics of Suicide and Martyrdom
in Korea
Edited by Charles R. Kim,
Jungwon Kim, Hwasook B. Nam
& Serk-Bae Suh
January 2019 376pp 
9780295745640 £37.00 PB
9780295745633 £79.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS

In this study of the ideals of honorable
death and martyrdom from the
Chosŏn Dynasty to contemporary
South Korea, interdisciplinary essays
explore the changing ways in which
Korean historical agents have
considered what constitutes a
sociopolitically meaningful death.

Capitalism and the
Alternatives
Julius Grey
April 2019 240pp 
9780773557116 £23.99 HB
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

The importance in each society of
common culture and widely accepted
moral values cannot be overstated. A
fundamental rethinking of the social,
political, and economic foundations of
modern industrial society, Capitalism
and the Alternatives proposes
freedom from identity, instead of
communitarianism and tradition, as a
condition for liberty and justice.

Citizenship Beyond
Nationality
Immigrants’ Right to Vote Across
the World
Luicy Pedroza
Democracy, Citizenship,
and Constitutionalism
May 2019 384pp 10 illus.
9780812250978 £66.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Pedroza considers immigrants who
have settled in democracies and who
live indistinguishably from citizens—
paying taxes, attending schools and
churches, receiving social benefits,
and even serving in the military—yet
lack the status, gained either through
birthright or naturalization, that would
give them electoral rights. 

Civil Disabilities
Citizenship, Membership,
and Belonging
Edited by Nancy J. Hirschmann
& Beth Linker
Democracy, Citizenship, and
Constitutionalism
February 2019 320pp 
9780812224467 £23.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Civil Disabilities urges a
reconceptualization of disability and
citizenship to secure a rightful place
for disabled persons in society. By
placing disability front and center in
academic and civic discourse, this
book tests the very notion of
citizenship and transforms our
understanding of disability and
belonging.
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Conformity
The Power of Social Influences
Cass R. Sunstein
May 2019 176pp 
9781479867837 £14.99 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

We live in an era of tribalism,
polarization, and intense social
division—separating people along
lines of religion, political conviction,
race, ethnicity, and sometimes
gender. How did this happen? Sunstein
argues that the key to making sense of
this lies in understanding the idea of
conformity as well as the
countervailing force of dissent.

Cyberwar and Revolution
Digital Subterfuge in Global
Capitalism
Nick Dyer-Witheford
& Svitlana Matviyenko
March 2019 232pp 
9781517904111 £19.99 PB
9781517904104 £83.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Although cyberwar is widely
discussed, few accounts undertake a
deep, critical view of its roots and
consequences. Analyzing the new
militarization of the internet,
Cyberwar and Revolution argues that
digital warfare is not a bug in the logic
of global capitalism but rather a
feature of its chaotic, disorderly
unconscious. 

Democracy for Sale
Elections, Clientelism, and the State
in Indonesia
Edward Aspinall
& Ward Berenschot
April 2019 330pp 4 b&w line drawings,
2 maps, 2 charts
9781501732980 £25.99 PB
9781501732973 £79.00 HB 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Democracy for Sale is an on-the-
ground account of Indonesian
democracy, analyzing its election
campaigns and behind-the-scenes
machinations. Edward Aspinall and
Ward Berenschot assess the informal
networks and political strategies that
shape access to power and privilege in
the messy political environment of
contemporary Indonesia.

Democracy From Above?
The Unfulfilled Promise of Nationally
Mandated Participatory Reforms
Stephanie L. McNulty
May 2019 248pp 
9781503608948 £20.99 PB
9781503607989 £69.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

People are increasingly unhappy with
their governments in democracies
worldwide. Governments in India,
Ecuador, and Uganda are responding
to frustrations by mandating greater
citizen participation. This title–based
on a study of 17 countries–tests the
hypothesis that top-down reforms
strengthen democracies and evaluates
the conditions that affect their
success.

Democracy in Crisis
Christian Lammert
& Boris Vormann
Translated by Susan Gillespie
June 2019 224pp 
9780812251630 £19.99 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Liberal democracies on both sides of
the Atlantic find themselves
approaching a state of emergency,
beset by potent populist challenges of
the right and left. Christian Lammert
and Boris Vormann argue that the rise
of populism in North Atlantic states is
not the cause of a crisis of governance
but its result.

Developments in Russian
Politics 9
Edited by Richard Sakwa,
Henry E. Hale & Stephen White
February 2019 280pp 18 illus.
9781478004806 £20.99 PB
9781478004196  £77.00 HB 
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Developments in Russian Politics 9
an international team of experts
provide a comprehensive and critical
discussion of the country’s most
recent developments, offering
substantive coverage of the key areas
in domestic and foreign Russian
politics. Topics covered range from
executive leadership, political parties,
elections, national identity, and
protest.

Digital Media and
Democratic Futures
Edited by Michael X. Delli Carpini
Democracy, Citizenship, and
Constitutionalism
February 2019 336pp 21 illus.
9780812251166 £58.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

This collection of essays focus on a
variety of information and
communication technologies,
politically relevant actors, substantive
issues, and digital political practices
from distinct theoretical perspectives
and methodological approaches.
Collectively, they show that there is no
single outcome for democracy in the
digital age, only a range of possible
futures.

Emerging Threats to
Human Rights
Resources, Violence, and Deprivation
of Citizenship
Heather Smith-Cannoy
July 2019 292pp 
9781439917190 £31.00 PB
9781439917183 £86.00 HB 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book searches among the
interrelated causes of widespread
environmental degradation and the
contemporary migration crisis. The
contributors to this anthology assess
how environmental resources, state
violence, and the deprivation of
nationality/citizenship are linked to
gain a better understanding of how
human rights abuses intersect with
patterns of migration. 
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Emotional Diplomacy
Official Emotion on the International
Stage
Todd H. Hall
March 2019 264pp 
9781501735820 £20.99 NIP
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Emotional Diplomacy explores the
politics of officially expressed emotion
on the international stage, looking at
the ways in which state actors
strategically deploy emotional
behavior to shape the perceptions of
others. Hall reveals that official
emotional displays are not simply
cheap talk but rather play an
important role in the strategies and
interactions of state actor.

Empire of Friends
Soviet Power and Socialist
Internationalism in Cold War
Czechoslovakia
Rachel Applebaum
April 2019 276pp 12 b&w halftones
9781501735578 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

The familiar story of Soviet power in
Cold War Eastern Europe focuses on
political repression and military force.
But in Empire of Friends, Rachel
Applebaum shows how the Soviet
Union simultaneously promoted a
policy of transnational friendship with
its Eastern Bloc satellites to create a
cohesive socialist world. 

Florentine Political
Writings from Petrarch to
Machiavelli
Edited by Mark Jurdjevic,
Natasha Piano
& John P. McCormick
Haney Foundation Series
April 2019 352pp 
9780812224320 £27.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Provides a selection of texts that
describes the language, vocabulary,
and issues at stake in Florentine
political culture at key moments in its
development. This useful compendium
shows how the Renaissance political
imagination could be deployed to
think through political stability and
strategy.

Fragmented Citizens
The Changing Landscape of Gay and
Lesbian Lives
Stephen M. Engel
June 2019 432pp 
9781479853472 £19.99 NIP
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Fragmented Citizens is a sweeping
historical and political account of how
our present-day policy debates around
citizenship and equality came to be.
Stephen M. Engel contends that the
present moment in gay and lesbian
rights in America is indeed one of
considerable advancement and
change—but that there is still much to
be done in shaping American
institutions to recognize gays and
lesbians as full citizens.

Gender, War, and World
Order
A Study of Public Opinion
Richard C. Eichenberg
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs
June 2019 214pp 14 charts
9781501738142 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Motivated by the lack of scholarly
understanding of the substantial
gender difference in attitudes toward
the use of military force, Eichenberg
has mined a massive data set of public
opinion surveys to draw new and
important conclusions. By analyzing
hundreds of such surveys, Eichenberg
offers researchers raw data, multiple
hypotheses, and three major findings.

Globalizing the Caribbean
Political Economy, Social Change, and
the Transnational Capitalist Class
Jeb Sprague
July 2019 350pp 
9781439916544 £62.00 HB
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book offers a probing account of
the Caribbean’s experience of
economic globalization while
considering gendered and racialized
social relations and the frequent
exploitation of workers. Sprague
shows how transnationally oriented
elites have come to rule the
Caribbean, and how capitalist
globalization in the region occurs
alongside shifting political and
organizational dynamics.

Governance Feminism
Notes from the Field
Edited by Janet Halley,
Prabha Kotiswaran,
Rachel Rebouché
& Hila Shamir
March 2019 608pp 
9780816698509 £27.99 PB
9780816698493 £116.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Providing a critical lens through which
to map developments in feminist
governance around the world, this
book brings together 19 chapters from
leading feminist scholars and activists
to critically assess contemporary
feminist engagements with state and
state-like power, arguing that
governance feminism is institutionally
diverse and globally distributed. 

Grey Zones in International
Economic Law and Global
Governance
Edited by Daniel Drache
& Lesley A. Jacobs
Asia Pacific Legal Culture and
Globalization
April 2019 320pp 10 charts, 14 tables
9780774838542 £31.00 NIP
UBC PRESS

Introduces the “grey zones” of global
governance, where state policy and
market behaviour interact with
respect to trade, the environment,
food security, and investment. This
exploration of local engagement with
international economic law offers an
innovative way to interpret public
concerns about wider issues.
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Justice for Some
Law and the Question of Palestine
Noura Erakat
April 2019 384pp
9780804798259 £23.99 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Justice for Some offers a new
approach to understanding the
Palestinian struggle for freedom, told
through the power and control of
international law. Focusing on key
junctures—from the Balfour
Declaration in 1917 to present-day
wars in Gaza—Noura Erakat shows
how the strategic deployment of law
has shaped current conditions. Over
the past century, the law has done
more to advance Israel's interests than
the Palestinians'. But, Erakat argues,
this outcome was never inevitable.

Law Without Future
Anti-Constitutional Politics and the
American Right
Jack Jackson
June 2019 200pp 
9780812251333 £37.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Drawing upon legal scholarship and
critical theory, Law Without Future
offers a provocative and sobering
analysis of how events in the 2000s
have contoured U.S. political life in the
twenty-first century in profound
ways— and seeks to think beyond the
impasse they have created. 

Machiavelli
Political, Historical, and Literary
Writings
Edited by Mark Jurdjevic
Edited & Translated by
Meredith K. Ray
Haney Foundation Series
May 2019 368pp 
9780812224337 £27.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Machiavelli has been carefully curated
to reveal those crucial but lesser
known aspects of Machiavelli’s
thought and to show how his major
arguments evolved within a dynamic
Florentine setting. Jurdjevic and Ray
present a wide sample of the many
genres in which Machiavelli wrote.

Making Peace with Your
Enemy
Algerian, French, and South African
Ex-Combatants
Laetitia Bucaille
The Ethnography of Political Violence
March 2019 376pp 
9780812251104 £83.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Under what conditions can a
combatant be brought to forgive his
enemies and develop a different
relationship? By comparing the
accounts of veterans of the South
African and Franco-Algerian conflicts,
Bucaille seeks to answer this question.
This book focuses on the experiences
of the rival actors in each post-conflict
configuration. 

Menachem Begin and the
Israel-Egypt Peace Process
Between Ideology and Political
Realism
Gerald M. Steinberg
& Ziv Rubinovitz
Perspectives on Israel Studies
April 2019 280pp 
9780253039521 £41.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Focusing on the personality of
Menachem Begin, Steinberg and
Rubinovitz offer a new look into the
peace negotiations between Israel and
Egypt in the 1970s. Begin’s role as a
peace negotiator has often been
marginalized, but this sympathetic and
critical portrait restores him to the
center of the diplomatic process.

Moral Victories in the Battle
for Congress
Cultural Conservatism and the
House GOP
Marty Cohen
American Governance: Politics, Policy,
and Public Law
April 2019 320pp 39 illus.
9780812251234 £58.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Chronicles the political phenomenon
of Christan Conservatism in U.S.
politics, a story of the growing
importance of moral issues and the
way party coalitions change, and how
this particular change began with
religiously motivated activists
determined to restore traditional
morality to the country.

Murderous Consent
On the Accommodation of Violent
Death
Marc Crépon
Translated by Michael Loriaux
& Jacob Levi
Foreword by James Martel
Perspectives in Continental Philosophy
May 2019 224pp 
9780823283743 £24.99 PB
9780823283750 £91.00 HB 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

Details our implication in violence we
don’t directly inflict but in which we
are structurally complicit. The author
redefines our global obligations,
articulating anew what
humanitarianism demands.

My Struggle for Peace,
Vol. 1-3
The Diary of Moshe Sharett
Moshe Sharett
Edited by Neil Caplan
& Yaakov Sharett
Perspectives on Israel Studies
March 2019 592pp 
Vol 1: 9780253037350 £45.00 HB
Vol 2: 9780253037589 £45.00 HB
Vol 3: 9780253037626 £45.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

The long-awaited 3-volume English
abridgement of My Struggle for Peace,
a remarkable political document
offering insights into the complex
workings of the young Israeli political
system, set against the backdrop of
the disintegration of the country’s
fragile armistice with the Arab states.
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National Races
Transnational Power Struggles in the
Sciences and Politics of Human
Diversity, 1840-1945
Edited by Richard McMahon
Critical Studies in the History of
Anthropology
August 2019 402pp 3 illus., 3 maps
9781496205827 £58.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

National Races explores how politics
interacted with transnational science
in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
This interaction produced powerful,
racialized national identity discourses
whose influence continues to resonate
in today’s culture and politics.
Contributors address a central tension
in anthropological race classification. 

One Hundred Years of
Struggle
The History of Women and the Vote in
Canada
Joan Sangster
Women’s Suffrage and the Struggle for
Democracy
December 2018 328pp 35 b&w photos
9780774835343 £19.99 NIP
UBC PRESS

Sangster looks beyond the rhetoric of
anniversary celebrations of women
winning the vote in 1918 and offers a
more inclusive story for a new
generation to show that the struggle
for equality included gains and losses,
inclusions and exclusions, depending
on a woman’s race, class, and location
within the nation. 

Political Corruption
The Underside of Civic Morality
Robert Alan Sparling
Haney Foundation Series
February 2019 296pp 
9780812250879 £50.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Providing a historical perspective on
the idea, Sparling explores diverse
visions of corruption that have been
elucidated by thinkers across the
modern philosophical tradition. He
argues that speaking coherently about
political corruption requires a robust
account of the good regime and of the
character of its citizens and
officeholders.

Political Elites in Canada
Power and Influence in Instantaneous
Times
Edited by Alex Marland,
Thierry Giasson & Andrea Lawlor
Communication, Strategy, and Politics
March 2019 340pp 8 charts & 20 tables
9780774837941 £31.00 NIP
UBC PRESS

This book offers a timely look at
Canadian political power brokers and
how they are adapting to a fast-paced
digital media environment. Featuring
studies of governmental decision
makers in the public service and non-
governmental influence brokers, this
collection is a much-needed synthesis
of elite politics in Canada.

Political Legitimacy
NOMOS LXI
Edited by Jack Knight
Written by Melissa Schwartzberg
NOMOS - American Society for Political
and Legal Philosophy
August 2019 400pp 
9781479888696 £50.00 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Contributors address fundamental
philosophical questions such as the
nature of public reasons of authority,
as well as urgent concerns about
contemporary democracy, including
whether “animus” matters for the
legitimacy of President Trump’s travel
ban, barring entry for nationals from
six Muslim-majority nations, and the
effect of fundamental transitions
within the moral economy.

Politics of Empowerment
Disability Rights and the Cycle of
American Policy Reform
David Pettinicchio
August 2019 256pp 
9781503609761 £23.99 PB
9781503600874 £74.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Despite the progress of decades-old
disability rights policy, threats continue
to undermine the wellbeing of
Americans with disabilities. In Politics
of Empowerment, Pettinicchio offers a
historically grounded analysis of the
singular case of US disability policy,
countering long-held views of progress
that privilege public demand as its
primary driver.

Producers, Parasites, Patriots
Race and the New Right-Wing Politics
of Precarity
Daniel Martinez HoSang
& Joseph E. Lowndes
April 2019 208pp 
9781517903596 £15.99 PB
9781517903589 £66.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Martinez HoSang and Lowndes show
that while racial subordination is an
enduring feature of U.S. political
history, it continually changes in
response to shifting economic and
political conditions, interests, and
structures. This book brings to light
the changing role of race in right-wing
politics. 

Promoting Democracy
The Force of Political Settlements in
Uncertain Times
Manal A. Jamal
August 2019 320pp 
9781479878451 £27.99 PB
9781479811380 £82.00 HB 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Democracy promotion is a central
pillar of the foreign policy of many
states, but the results are often
disappointing. Based on 5 fieldwork
trips and over 150 interviews, former
journalist and researcher in the
Palestinian territories Manal A. Jamal
examines why these efforts succeed in
some countries, but fail in others.



Protest Dialectics
State Repression and South Korea’s
Democracy Movement, 1970-1979
Paul Chang
March 2019 312pp 
9781503610125 £23.99 PB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

In his groundbreaking work of political
and social history of 1970s South
Korea, Chang provides readers with an
in-depth understanding of the
numerous events that laid the
groundwork for the 1980s democracy
movement, highlighting the
importance of understanding the
emergence and evolution of the
democracy movement in this oft-
ignored decade. 

Putting Family First
Migration and Integration in Canada
Edited by Harald Bauder
May 2019 288pp 5 figures
9780774861267 £74.00 HB
UBC PRESS

Investigates the experience of
immigrant families settling in the
Toronto area, from newcomers’ initial
reception to their deep involvement in
and attachment to their receiving
society. Contributors explore a variety
of themes to illustrate how the family
context can be mobilized to facilitate
the successful integration of
newcomers.

Redefining the Situation
The Writings of Peter McHugh
Peter McHugh
Edited by Kieran Bonner
& Stanley Raffel
May 2019 344pp 
9780773556935 £27.99 PB
9780773556928 £99.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

As the only collection of McHugh's
sole-authored writings, Redefining the
Situation presents a comprehensive
yet surprising view of this key
theorist's influence in his field.
Redefining the Situation is a
compendium of McHugh's published
and unpublished short-form writings,
along with three new essays on
McHugh's work, one by his long-time
collaborator and friend Alan Blum.

Religion in the Public Square
Sheen, King, Falwell
James M. Patterson
May 2019 280pp 
9780812250985 £41.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Patterson considers religious leaders
who popularized theology through
media campaigns designed to
persuade the public. Although they
differed profoundly on issues of
theology and politics, they shared an
approach to public ministry that aimed
directly at changing how Americans
understood the nature and purpose of
their country. 

Reorganizing Government
A Functional and Dimensional
Framework
Alejandro Camacho
& Robert Glicksman
August 2019 356pp 
9781479829675 £50.00 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Regulation is frequently less successful
than it could be, largely because the
allocation of authority to regulatory
institutions, and the relationships
between them, are misunderstood.
Reorganizing Government explains
how past approaches have failed to
appreciate the full diversity of
alternative approaches to organizing
governmental authority.

Rethinking the Spectacle
Guy Debord, Radical Democracy,
and the Digital Age
Devin Penner
June 2019 210pp 
9780774860505 £74.00 HB
UBC PRESS

Rethinking the Spectacle re-examines
the tension between spectacle and
political agency using the ideas and
practices of Guy Debord and the
Situationist International as a point of
departure. Drawing on radical
democratic theory and examining case
studies such as the 2011 Occupy
movement, Devin Penner concludes
that spectacle can and should be used
to mobilize the public for egalitarian
purposes.

Scandal and Democracy
Media Politics in Indonesia
Mary E. McCoy
March 2019 222pp 1 b&w line drawing,
2 maps
9781501731044 £18.99 PB
9781501731037 £58.00 HB 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

When a popular uprising topples an
authoritarian leader, the moment of
regime change sparks hope for a more
open, democratic society. Yet making a
successful transition to an enduring
democracy has proven to be difficult.
Mary E. McCoy looks at what happens
once the dictator has fallen and
discovers that a more challenging
problem remains. 

Seeing Politics
Film, Visual Method, and
International Relations
Sophie Harman
June 2019 272pp 
9780773557314 £25.99 PB
9780773557307 £99.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

Seeing Politics is about how narrative
feature film challenges and advances
the discipline of international
relations, revealing aspects of politics
that would otherwise remain unseen
and unaddressed. Innovative and
compelling, this book is about the
politics of seeing, being seen, and
what stops us from seeing.



Sensitive Space
Fragmented Territory at the India-
Bangladesh Border
Jason Cons
Series edited by
K. Sivaramakrishnan,
Padma Kaimal & Anand A. Yang
Global South Asia
February 2019 224pp 9 illus., 2 maps
9780295744247 £23.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS

Enclaves along the India-Bangladesh
border have posed conceptual and
pragmatic challenges to both states
since Partition in 1947. Sensitive Space
examines how these areas mark a
range of anxieties over territory and
national survival.

Shaping the Metropolis
Institutions and Urbanization in the
United States and Canada
Zack Taylor
May 2019 440pp 
9780773557055 £27.99 PB
9780773557048 £99.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Shaping the Metropolis, Taylor
compares the historical development
of American and Canadian urban
governance, both at the national level
and through specific metropolitan
case studies, showing how differences
in the structure of governing
institutions in American states and
Canadian provinces cumulatively
produced different forms of urban
governance. 

Small Arms
Children and Terrorism
Mia Bloom With John Horgan
May 2019 240pp 6 b&w halftones,
3 charts, 13 plates
9780801453885 £21.99 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Why do terrorist organizations use
children to support their cause and
carry out their activities? Uncovering
the brutal truth behind the
mobilization of children by terrorist
groups, Bloom and Horgan provide
readers with the who, what, when,
why, and how of this increasingly
concerning situation.

Spoiling and Coping with
Spoilers
Israeli-Arab Negotiations
Edited by Galia Golan
& Gilead Sher
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
August 2019 240pp 
9780253042378 £24.99 PB
9780253042361 £62.00 HB 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

For as long as people have been
working to bring peace to areas
suffering long-standing, violent
conflict, there have also been those
working to spoil this peace. This book
shows how spoilers have been a key
factor in Israeli-Arab negotiations in
the past and explores how they will
likely shape negotiations in the future.

Statebuilding by Imposition
Resistance and Control in Colonial
Taiwan and the Philippines
Reo Matsuzaki
Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian
Institute, Columbia University
March 2019 276pp 2 maps
9781501734830 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

How do modern states emerge from
the turmoil of undergoverned spaces?
This is the question Matsuzaki ponders
in Statebuilding by Imposition.
Comparing Taiwan and the Philippines
under the colonial rule of Japan and
the USA, in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, he shows similar
situations produce different outcomes
and yet lead us to one conclusion.

Super Continent
Eurasia and the Modern Silk Road
Kent E. Calder
June 2019 328pp 
9781503609617 £22.99 PB
9781503608153 £69.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Calder presents a theoretically guided
and empirically grounded explanation
for the impact of China’s policies on
global affairs. He underlines that the
geo-economic logic that prevailed
across Eurasia, and that made the Silk
Road a central thoroughfare of world
affairs for close to two millennia, is re-
asserting itself once again.

Talkative Polity
Radio, Domination, and Citizenship in
Uganda
Florence Brisset-Foucault
Cambridge Centre of African Studies
Series
May 2019 336pp 
9780821423776 £66.00 HB
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS

Talkative Polity offers the first major
study of ebimeeza, the Ugandan radio
debates that were banned in 2009,
complicating our understandings of
political speech in restrictive contexts
and forcing us to move away from the
simplistic binary of an authoritarian
state and a liberal civil society.

The Canadian Party System
An Analytic History
Richard Johnston
November 2018 336pp 55 figures,
15 tables
9780774836081 £31.00 NIP
UBC PRESS

The Canadian party system is a deviant
case among the Anglo-American
democracies. Unruly and inscrutable,
it is a system that defies logic and
classification – until now. Johnston’s
findings shed light on the main puzzles
of the Canadian case, while contesting
the received wisdom of the
comparative study of democratic
systems elsewhere.



The Immigrant Rights
Movement
The Battle over National Citizenship
Walter J. Nicholls
August 2019 304pp 
9781503609327 £19.99 PB
9781503608887 £70.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

This title traces the history of the
immigrant rights movement from its
grassroots origins through its meteoric
rise to the national stage. Author
Walter J. Nicholls tells the story of a
vibrant movement to change the
meaning of national citizenship, that
ultimately became enmeshed in the
system that it sought to transform.

The Lure of Authoritarianism
The Maghreb after the Arab Spring
Edited by Stephen J. King
& Abdeslam M. Maghraoui
Afterword by Hicham Alaoui
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
April 2019 392pp 
9780253040862 £33.00 PB
9780253040855 £70.00 HB 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

The works collected here consider the
normative appeal of authoritarianism
in light of the 2011 popular uprisings
in the Middle East. Contributors
consider the ideological,
socioeconomic, and security-based
justifications of authoritarianism as
well as the surprising and vigorous
reestablishment of authoritarianism in
these regions.

The New NDP
Moderation, Modernization, and
Political Marketing
David McGrane
Communication, Strategy, and Politics
March 2019 534pp 28 charts, 34 tables
9780774860451 £82.00 HB
UBC PRESS

In 2011, the New Democratic Party
became the Official Opposition. But by
2015, it had fallen back to the third-
party spot. Were moderation and
modernization of its policies the right
choices? This book provides lessons
for progressive parties on how to win
elections in the age of the Internet.

The New Politics of
Transnational Labor
Why Some Alliances Succeed
Marissa Brookes
March 2019 222pp 1 chart
9781501739309 £20.99 PB
9781501733192 £79.00 HB 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Over the years many transnational
labor alliances have succeeded in
improving conditions for workers, but
many more have not. In The New
Politics of Transnational Labor, which
refers to six comparative case studies
spanning four industries, five
countries, and fifteen years, Marissa
Brookes explains why this dichotomy
has occurred.

Cover image
forthcoming

The Credibility Challenge
How Democracy Aid Influences
Election Violence
Inken von von Borzyskowski
June 2019 248pp 6 b&w line drawings,
4 maps, 11 graphs
9781501736544 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

The key to the impact of international
election support is credibility; credible
elections are less likely to turn violent.
So argues Inken von Borzyskowski in
The Credibility Challenge, in which she
provides an explanation of why and
when election support can increase
violence and when it can reduce it.

The End of Area
Biopolitics, Geopolitics, History
Edited by Gavin Walker
& Naoki Sakai
February 2019 298pp 
9781478004981 £10.99 PB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Scholars have increasingly argued that
the traditional concepts of “area” are
ideological and political constructs tied
to a schema of the world that no
longer exists. This special issue of
positions: asia critique posits that this
“end of area” does not necessarily
mean the end of area studies as a
discipline. 

The Everyday Nationalism of
Workers
A Social History of Modern Belgium
Maarten Van Ginderachter
July 2019 288pp 
9781503609693 £23.99 PB
9781503609051 £74.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Van Ginderachter upends assumptions
about how European nationalism is
lived and experienced by ordinary
people—and the bottom-up impact
these everyday expressions of
nationalism exert on institutionalized
nationalism writ large. This book sheds
new light on how multilingual societies
fared in the age of mass politics and
ethnic nationalism.

The High Cost of Good
Intentions
A History of U.S. Federal Entitlement
Programs
John F. Cogan
March 2019 512pp 
9781503610071 £19.99 NIP
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

The High Cost of Good Intentions is
the first comprehensive history of U.S.
federal entitlement programs. Author
John F. Cogan traces their evolution
from the Revolutionary War to
modern times to identify and
understand the common economic
and political forces that have caused
their nearly continuous growth.



The Workfare State
Public Assistance Politics from the
New Deal to the New Democrats
Eva Bertram
American Governance: Politics, Policy,
and Public Law
March 2019 336pp 
9780812224443 £23.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Bertram challenges the conventional
understanding of the development of
modern public assistance policy, as she
recounts the history of the evolving
social contract from the 1930s to the
present to show how a need-based
entitlement was replaced with a work-
conditioned safety net, heightening
the economic vulnerability of many
poor families.

To Shape Our World For Good
Master Narratives and Regime
Change in U.S. Foreign Policy,
1900–2011
C. William Walldorf, Jr.
June 2019 286pp 1 b&w line drawing,
7 charts
9781501738272 £33.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Why does the USA pursue robust
military invasions to change some
foreign regimes but not others?
Conventional accounts focus on
geopolitics or elite ideology. C. William
Walldorf, Jr. argues that the politics
surrounding two broad, public
narratives—the liberal and the
restraint narrative—play a vital role in
shaping US decisions whether to
pursue robust regime change.

Top-Down Democracy in
South Korea
Erik Mobrand
Series edited by Clark W. Sorensen
April 2019 208pp 4 b&w illus., 5 tables
9780295745473 £23.99 PB
9780295745497 £79.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS

Although South Korea is heralded as a
successful new democracy, elections
have done less than expected to force
political parties to reorganize their
elitist structures. This book
demonstrates that political elites,
contrary to theoretical expectations,
have responded to fairer elections by
entrenching rather than abandoning
exclusionary practices and forms of
party organization.

Understanding Muslim
Political Life in America
Contested Citizenship in the
Twenty-First Century
Brian R. Calfano
& Nazita Lajevardi
Religious Engagement in Democratic
Politics
May 2019 268pp 
9781439917374 £27.99 PB
9781439917367 £91.00 HB 
Temple University Press
Today, Muslims face increasing social
and political pressures that
disenfranchise them or prevent them
from realizing the American Dream.
This book brings clarity to the social,
religious, and political dynamics that
this diverse community faces.

Cover image
forthcoming

The Political Economy of
Resource Regulation
An International and Comparative
History, 1850-2015
Edited by
Andreas R. Dugstad Sanders,
Pål R. Sandvik & Espen Storli
April 2019 360pp 6 graphs, 2 maps,
15 tables
9780774860604 £79.00 HB
UBC PRESS

Examines how the intersection of
ideas, international institutions, and
political systems gave birth to
distinctive regulatory regimes in the
modern world. Offers insights into why
some resource-rich countries have
flourished while others have been
mired in poverty and corruption.

The Politics of Annihilation
A Genealogy of Genocide
Benjamin Meiches
March 2019 328pp 
9781517905828 £21.99 PB
9781517905811 £93.00 HB 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

How did a powerful concept in
international justice evolve into an
inequitable response to mass
suffering? For a term coined just 75
years ago, genocide has become a
remarkably potent idea. But has it
transformed from a truly novel vision
for international justice into a
conservative, even inaccessible term?
The Politics of Annihilation traces how
the concept of genocide came to
acquire such significance on the global
political stage.

The Politics of Fiscal
Federalism
Neoliberalism versus Social
Democracy in Multilevel Governance
Adam Harmes
April 2019 304pp 
9780773556751 £25.99 PB
9780773556744 £99.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

In the first comprehensive account of
the left-right politics of multilevel
governance, Harmes demonstrates in
this original and innovative work that a
political economy approach is
essential to the study of federalism,
and why federalism and multilevel
governance is a critical area of study
for political economists.

The Terrific Engine
Income Taxation and the
Modernization of the Canadian
Political Imaginary
David Tough
January 2019 200pp 3 b&w photos,
7 illus.
9780774836784 £28.99 NIP
UBC PRESS

Examines how income taxation
modernized political language in the
early-twentieth century,
controversially arguing that income
taxation was established by popular
demand, first to replace existing taxes
and then to address income inequality.
In establishing a clear basis for party
differences, income taxation made
elections significantly more
democratic.



Diplomatic Security
A Comparative Analysis
Edited by Eugenio Cusumano
& Christopher Kinsey
April 2019 288pp 
9780804791052 £54.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

The safety of diplomats has animated
recent public and political debates. As
diplomatic personnel are increasingly
targeted by terrorism and political
violence while overseas, sending
states are augmenting host nations’
security measures with their own.
Explores the global contexts and
consequences of keeping embassies
and their personnel safe.

Food Security and Scarcity
Why Ending Hunger Is So Hard
C. Peter Timmer
March 2019 232pp 18 illus.
9780812224511 £20.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

This book explains what forms the
challenges of food security take in the
long and short term on global,
national, and household levels.
Timmer draws on decades of research
and analysis to produce the most
comprehensive and up-to-date
assessment of what makes a
productive, sustainable, and stable
food system. 

From Righteousness to
Far Right
An Anthropological Rethinking of
Critical Security Studies
Emma McCluskey
April 2019 224pp 
9780773556898 £27.99 PB
9780773556881 £91.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

McCluskey examines how increasingly
antagonistic and xenophobic policies
concerning refugees gained legitimacy.
A provocative and original political
statement on today’s increasingly
conservative society, From
Righteousness to Far Right presents
an astounding new perspective on the
recent refugee crises and the
acceptance and normalization of far-
right and securitarian politics.

Global Data Shock
Strategic Ambiguity, Deception, and
Surprise in an Age of Information
Overload
Robert Mandel
April 2019 280pp 
9781503608962 £23.99 PB
9781503608252 £74.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Global Data Shock explores how
information overload facilitates
deception, eroding international trust
and cooperation in the post-Cold War
era. A sweeping array of case studies
illustrates the role of data shock in
shaping global events from the 1990
Iraqi attack on Kuwait to Brexit.

Undoing the Revolution
Comparing Elite Subversion of
Peasant Rebellions
Vasabjit Banerjee
Politics, History & Social Change
June 2019 244pp 
9781439916926 £31.00 PB
9781439916919 £81.00 HB 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book looks at the way rural
underclasses ally with out-of-power
elites to overthrow their
governments—only to be shut out of
power when the new regime assumes
control. Banerjee examines why
peasants need powerful allies in order
to rebel, and shows how subsequent
bargains re-empower allied elites and
re-marginalize peasants.

Unveiling the Nation
The Politics of Secularism in France
and Quebec
Emily Laxer
April 2019 376pp 
9780773556294 £27.99 PB
9780773556287 £99.00 HB 
MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

At a moment of heightened debate in
the global politics of religious diversity,
Laxer sheds critical light on the way
party politics and its related
instabilities shape the secular
boundaries of nationhood in diverse
societies, tracing the struggle of
political parties for power and
legitimacy in responses to Islamic
signs.

When Violence Works
Postconflict Violence and Peace in
Indonesia
Patrick Barron
April 2019 300pp 3 b&w line drawings,
1 map, 4 graphs
9781501735448 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Why are some places successful in
moving from war to consolidated
peace while others continue to be
troubled by violence? And why does
postconflict violence take different
forms and have different intensities?
By developing a new theory of
postconflict violence Patrick Barron’s
When Violence Works makes a
significant contribution to our
understanding.

Asia’s Regional Architecture
Alliances and Institutions in the
Pacific Century
Andrew Yeo
Studies in Asian Security
April 2019 296pp 
9781503608443 £58.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Investigates change and continuity in
Asia through the lens of historical
institutionalism. Refuting claims
regarding the demise of the liberal
international order, Yeo reveals how
overlapping institutions can promote
regional governance and reduce
uncertainty in a global context. 

Security



Statecraft by Stealth
Secret Intelligence and British Rule in
Palestine
Steven B. Wagner
July 2019 342pp 3 b&w halftones,
3 maps, 2 charts
9781501736476 £33.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Britain relied upon secret intelligence
operations to rule Mandatory
Palestine. Emphasizing the role of the
Anglo-Zionist partnership, which
began during World War I and ended
in 1939, Statecraft by Stealth sheds
light on a time in history when the
murky triad of intelligence, policy, and
security supported colonial
governance.

Technologies of Suspicion
and the Ethics of Obligation
in Political Asylum
Edited by Bridget M. Haas
& Amy Shuman
Contributions by
Benjamin N. Lawrance
Series in Human Security
March 2019 280pp 
9780821423783 £66.00 HB
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS

Taking everyday practices and
interactions as their focus,
contributors draw on various
theoretical perspectives to examine
how tensions between
humanitarianism and security are
negotiated at the local level.

The Costs of Conversation
Obstacles to Peace Talks in Wartime
Oriana Skylar Mastro
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs
March 2019 228pp 
9781501732201 £33.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

After a war breaks out, what factors
influence the warring parties’
decisions about whether to talk to
their enemy? Oriana Skylar Mastro
argues that states are primarily
concerned with the strategic costs of
conversation, and these costs need to
be low before combatants are willing
to engage in direct talks with their
enemy.

The Politics of Space Security
Strategic Restraint and the Pursuit of
National Interests, Third Edition
James Clay Moltz
May 2019 408pp 
9781503608931 £27.99 PB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book is an authoritative history of
the space age, examining its
international politics from 1957 to the
present. Moltz analyzes the competing
demands of national interests in space
against the shared interests of all
spacefarers in preserving the safe use
of space in the face of emerging
threats. 

Cover image
forthcoming

Cover image
forthcoming

Proxy War
The Least Bad Option
Tyrone L. Groh
March 2019 256pp 
9781503608184 £50.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Proxy War explores the circumstances
under which indirect warfare works
best, how to evaluate it as a policy
option, and the possible risks and
rewards. Groh offers a fresh look at
this strategy, using uncommon and
understudied cases to investigate and
illustrate the different types of proxy
war under varying conditions.

Proxy Wars
Suppressing Violence through Local
Agents
Edited by Eli Berman
& David A. Lake
March 2019 354pp 25 charts
9781501733062 £23.99 PB
9781501733055 £79.00 HB 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Understanding how countries
motivate local allies to act, and when
and how that strategy succeeds, is
essential to effective foreign policy in
today’s world. In this collection,
Berman and Lake apply a variant of
principal-agent theory in which the
alignment of interests or objectives
between a powerful state and a local
proxy is central.

Russian Nuclear Orthodoxy
Religion, Politics, and Strategy
Dima Adamsky
April 2019 344pp 
9781503608641 £22.99 PB
9781503608054 £69.00 HB 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book considers how the Russian
Orthodox Church has worked its way
into the nuclear forces, the most
significant wing of one of the world’s
most powerful military organizations.
Adamsky describes how the Orthodox
faith has merged with Russian national
identity as the Church expands its
influence in foreign and domestic
politics.

Sovereignty and Command
in Canada–US Continental Air
Defence, 1940–57
Richard Goette
Studies in Canadian Military History
January 2019 312pp 27 b&w photos,
3 illus., 4 maps
9780774836883 £28.99 NIP
UBC PRESS

Combining historical narrative with
conceptual analysis of US-Canadian
relations, Goette argues that a
functional military transition from an
air defence system based on
cooperation to one based on
integrated and centralized command
and control under NORAD allowed
Canada to retain command of its
forces and thus protect Canadian
sovereignty.


